ADVERTISEMENT

Applications are invited in the prescribed form from Police/ Central Paramilitary Forces/Armed Forces/Coast Guard Personnel who have retired in the rank of ASI/SI /Inspr. or equivalent for filling up of 8 (eight) posts (numbers may change) in the rank of Special Police Officers (SPO) on contractual basis. The applications should reach the Office of Commissioner of Police, Bhubaneswar-Cuttack, Bidyut Marg, Bhubaneswar-751001 on or before 5 P.M. on 25.02.2020. Incomplete application/applications received after the last date of submission will be summarily rejected. The candidates should give specific choice for posting to Cuttack or Bhubaneswar in order of preference in the event of their selection in the selection test.

1. **Eligibility:** In order to be eligible to appear in the selection test for the post of Special Police Officers, the retired personnel must:

   (i) Be a permanent resident of Odisha.

   (ii) Not be more than 62 years of age as on date of publication of advertisement.

   (iii) Be able to speak, read and write Odia.

   (iv) Have unblemished service records.

   (v) Not be convicted in any criminal case nor awarded with any major punishment in the departmental proceedings during his service career.

   (vi) Have no criminal case pending against him.

   (vii) Not have more than one spouse living.

The candidates are required to execute an agreement for re-employment on contract basis for not more than one year. The contract will
be renewed subject to satisfactory performance and need of their services. No person shall be re-employed after attaining the age of 64 years.

2. **Pay:** The Special Police Officers on appointment will get a consolidated monthly pay as mentioned below.

   (i) Retired Inspector or equivalent rank- Rs.19,000.00  
   (ii) Retired Sub-Inspector or equivalent -Rs.17,000.00  
   (iii) Retired ASI or equivalent -Rs.16,000.00

3. **Allowances:** The posts of Special Police Officer shall carry the following allowances:

   (i) Kit Maintenance Allowance - Rs.75.00 per month
   (ii) Clothing Allowance - Rs.3856.00 per annum

4. **Date and Venue of Selection test:** The selection test will be held at Reserve Police Line campus, Bhubaneswar on 06.03.2020 from 6.30 AM. The test includes verification of original documents, medical test, physical test and interview.

5. **Medical Test:** The candidates shall be put through a medical test. A Medical Board shall test the physical fitness of the candidates and the decision of the Board is final and binding. Persons with physical deformities shall not be eligible for appointment. Only those who are found medically fit shall be allowed to participate in further tests.

6. **Physical Test:** The candidates should be physically fit and mentally alert. The candidates should be physically capable of discharging field duty by putting in hard labour for at least 8 hours a day during day or night. They will be put to a physical test for testing their physical capabilities for discharging field duties. They have to cover a distance of 5 (five) kilometres
on foot within a period of one hour and twenty minutes. Those who fail to cover the above distance within the time will be disqualified.

7. **Interview:** The candidates who qualify in the medical test and physical test will appear before the Selection Board for interview. The Selection Board shall test the suitability of the candidates for appointment as Special Police Officers.

    The re-employed persons shall have to wear the uniform and the badge as prescribed by D.G. & I.G. of Police, Orissa.

8. **Submission of documents:** The candidates are required to submit the copies of following documents alongwith their application form.

    1. Two passport size self-attested photographs.
    2. Self-attested copies of certificates in support of age and qualification.
    3. Self attested copy of discharge certificate.
    4. Two character certificates attested by two different Group-B Gazetted Officers.

    The application shall be made in a neatly typed form as per the proforma enclosed herewith. The applicants shall fill in all required columns of the application form correctly and completely and enclose all relevant documents to it without fail. Any application submitted in incomplete manner or after the due date shall be summarily rejected.

Addl. Commissioner of Police,
Bhubaneswar-Cuttack.
APPLICATION FORM FOR CONTRACTUAL EMPLOYMENT OF OFFICERS RETIRED IN THE RANK OF ASI/SI/INSPECTOR AND EQUIVALENT RANKS IN STATE POLICE/CENTRAL POLICE FORCES/ARMED FORCES AS SPECIAL POLICE OFFICERS (SPOs).

***

(A)

1. Name & Sex
2. Father's/Husband's Name
3. Address for correspondence
4. Permanent address.
5. Date of birth
6. Age as on date of publication of advertisement.
7. Educational Qualifications
8. Rank last held just before retirement
9. Organisation/Force from where retired
10. Details of last three postings held, date & duration
11. Date of retirement
12. Last pay drawn (Gross)
13. Nationality
14. Whether able to read, write and speak Odia.
15. Category: UR/SC/ST/SEBC
16. Whether any criminal case/Vigilance enquiry/case/Departmental proceeding was initiated during the service career. If yes, did it lead to conviction or imposition of punishment or is it still pending? If yes, give details.
17. Details of rewards/punishments (other than above) earned during the 
service career.

18. Details of post retirement engagements, if any.

19. Physical measurement:- Height- Weight-

20. Mobile No.

21. Any other information, the candidate wants to give.

22. Preference for posting, if selected (Cuttack/Bhubaneswar/Both)

(B) 
I, Sri/Smt.____________________, S/o/D/o/W/o_______ do 
hereby solemnly declare that the information furnished above is true to the 
best of my knowledge and belief. If at any time, the information furnished is 
found to be incorrect, I will be liable to be discharged from the contract 
without assigning any reason thereof.

Place: 
Date: 

Full signature of the Applicant.

(C) DECLARATION OF THE CANDIDATE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 
PHYSICAL TEST.

I Sri/Smt.____________________ S/o/D/o/W/o_____ 
___________________ At________________ PO_________________

PS_________ Dist.______________ do hereby declare that I am 
in good health and fully capable to participate in the physical test for 
contractual employment as Special Police Officer. The Authority will not be 
held responsible in the event of any accident or injury to me during the 
Physical Test.

Place: 
Date: 

FULL SIGNATURE OF THE APPLICANT.
ADVERTISEMENT

Applications are invited in the prescribed form from Police/Central Paramilitary Forces/Armed Forces/Coast Guard Personnel who have retired in the rank of ASI/SI/Inspr. or equivalent for filling up of 8 (eight) posts (numbers may change) in the rank of Special Police Officers (SPO) on contractual basis. The applications should reach the Office of Commissioner of Police, Bhubaneswar-Cuttack, Bidyut Marg, Bhubaneswar-751001 on or before 5 P.M. on 25.02.2020. Incomplete application/applications received after the last date of submission will be summarily rejected. The candidates should give specific choice for posting to Cuttack or Bhubaneswar in order of preference in the event of their selection in the selection test. The selection test will be held at Reserve Police Line campus, Bhubaneswar on 06.03.2020 from 6.30 AM.

Application form along with instructions is available in Police Commissionerate website "http://Bhubaneswarcuttackpolice.gov.in/".

[Signature]

Addl. Commissioner of Police,
Bhubaneswar-Cuttack.

27/1/2020